Utilities Industry

Respond Faster to Emergencies

U

Utility Equipment & Personnel Management
MiFleet assists with the daily management of people, vehicles and other equipment with increased
efficiency and productivity in mind. Customize your solution with weather overlays, geofences and
points of interest to build your custom network of locations. Respond to outages and emergencies
without hesitation, MiFleet provides you insight to more then your fleet.
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Increase in Utilization

Increase in Safety

Decrease in Operational Costs

MiFleet. More that just Maps.

Location Information

Custom Map Locations

Receive up to the minute location information to

Customize your map with points of interest to include

validate vehicle location for dispatch and positioning.

maintenance yards, service locations & power stations.

Vehicle Management

Improve Driver Safety

Geofences alert you when vehicles arrive/depart key

Lower insurance claims and rates by coaching drivers

locations such as power stations, pole locations and

from accurate driver behavior scorecards.

maintenance yards.

Vehicle Maintenance

Vehicle Location History

Optimize your vehicle’s maintenance schedule

Confirm and Validate vehicle arrival, on-site and

from its odometer reading.

departure times with historical GPS records.
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Recommended MiFleet Solutions
DASH CAM

A continuously recording Dash Cam where event based HD (1080p) video clip are auto-uploaded to a
video management web application. Excellent for driver training, fraud and exoneration.

LIGHT DUTY

Pickup Trucks, Passenger Vehicles & Delivery Vans can be equipped with an OBDII Plug N Play or
3-Wired Covert installed GPS Tracking Device offering location, vehicle diagnostics & driver behavior.

HEAVY DUTY

Diesel powered vehicles such as Big Rigs, Buses, Commercial and Agricultural equipment requiring
specialized vehicle connectors similar such as J1708 / J1939 or other specialized diagnostic protocols.

TRAILER TRACKER

Powered or Unpowered Trailer Tracking is supported with GPS Devices with a wide variety of battery
life and functionality. Be updated with its location daily, when in motion and when relocated.

SOLAR TRACKER

Asset Tracking at its finest with a sophisticated solar tracking solution for assets that lack a
power source and are typically hard to access . Pings received daily and up to the minute when
in motion.

ASSET TRACKER

Location management of both powered and un-powered assets such as construction equipment,
trailers, cargo containers & more. Pings received daily and up to the minute when in motion.

POWER TAKE OFF

Monitoring of powered equipment such as rental equipment, construction equipment and more.
Confirm where equipment is located and hours of use for maintenance and invoicing.

STARTER INTERRUPT

Install a Starter Interrupt on your vehicles and equipment to limited when it can be used. MiFleet
can monitor your equipment, and even its ability to operate manually or on a defined schedule.
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